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Abstract

Asking good questions is an essential abil-001
ity for both human and machine intelligence.002
However, existing neural question generation003
approaches mainly focus on short factoid type004
of answers. In this paper, we introduce a005
neural question generator, MixQG, to bridge006
this gap. We combine nine question answer-007
ing datasets with diverse answer types, includ-008
ing yes/no, multiple-choice, extractive, and ab-009
stractive answers, to train a single generative010
model. We show with empirical results that011
our model outperforms existing work in both012
seen and unseen domains, and can generate013
questions with different cognitive levels when014
conditioned on different answer types. We run015
a human evaluation study to assess the quality016
of generated questions and find that MixQG017
outperforms the next best model by 10%. Our018
code and model checkpoints will be released019
and integrated with the HuggingFace library to020
facilitate various downstream applications.021

1 Introduction022

Question generation (QG) aims to automatically023

create questions from a given text passage or doc-024

ument with or without answers. It has a wide025

range of applications such as improving question026

answering (QA) systems (Duan et al., 2017) and027

search engines (Han et al., 2019) through data aug-028

mentation, making chatbots more engaging (Wang029

et al., 2018; Laban et al., 2020), enabling automatic030

evaluation (Rebuffel et al., 2021) and fact verifica-031

tion (Pan et al., 2021), and facilitating educational032

applications (Chen et al., 2018).033

Earlier QG approaches relied on syntactic rules034

that incorporated linguistic features into the QG035

process (Heilman and Smith, 2010; Khullar et al.,036

2018). Du et al. (2017) pointed out some of037

the limitations of such rule-based systems and038

formulated the task of question generation as a039

sequence-to-sequence learning problem. Based on040

this formulation, recent works rely on pre-trained041

Context: In the late 17th century, Robert Boyle proved that
air is necessary for combustion. English chemist John Mayow
(1641–1679) refined this work by showing that fire requires
only a part of air that he called spiritus nitroaereus or just
nitroaereus. In one experiment he found that placing either a
mouse or a lit candle in a closed container over water caused
the water to rise and replace one-fourteenth of the air’s volume
before extinguishing the subjects. From this he surmised that
nitroaereus is consumed in both respiration and combustion.
Question: Who proved that air is necessary for combustion?
Ext. Short Answer: Robert Boyle
Question: How did John Mayow find that spiritus nitroaereus
is consumed in both respiration and combustion?
Abs. Short Answer: through an experiment
Question: Does fire need air to burn?
Yes/No Answer: yes
Question: What did John Mayow discover about nitroaereus?
Ext. Long Answer: In the late 17th century . . . in both
respiration and combustion.
Question: Why was the mouse used in the experiment?
Abs. Long Answer: The mouse was used in the experiment
to test the consumption of nitroaereus during respiration.

Figure 1: Given the same context, MixQG generates
diverse questions based on the target answer choice.

Transformer-based models to generate answer- 042

aware questions (Dong et al., 2019a; Yan et al., 043

2020a; Lelkes et al., 2021). However, the majority 044

of QG research so far has been performed on the 045

SQuAD dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), and as a 046

result, it mainly focuses on factoid short answer 047

questions (Zhang and Bansal, 2019; Zhou et al., 048

2019; Su et al., 2020). 049

In reality, answers can come in a variety of types 050

and forms, e.g., short/long, multiple-choice, yes-no, 051

and extractive/abstractive answers. We hypothe- 052

size that answer types are as important as question 053

types, and that different answer types have their 054

unique QG challenges and result in questions with 055

different cognitive levels. MixQG combines nine 056

QA datasets with varied answer types to build a 057

more robust and versatile QG model. We use pre- 058

trained generative language models like T5 (Raffel 059

et al., 2020) and BART (Lewis et al., 2019) with- 060

out question-specific or domain-specific prefixes 061

to generate the questions. Figure 1 illustrates the 062
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above, showing MixQG-generated questions of dif-063

ferent cognitive levels for different answer types.064

The contribution of this paper is summarized065

as follows: 1) We train a unified QG model that066

achieves state-of-the-art performance in both seen067

and unseen domains. We release training code and068

model checkpoints (base, large, 3B) to facilitate069

various downstream QG applications 1. 2) We show070

that MixQG is able to produce different cognitive071

level questions by controlling the answer types. We072

conduct a human evaluation study which confirms073

that MixQG leads to improvements in question074

quality in a practical quiz design setting.075

2 Methodology076

2.1 Datasets077

We leverage nine commonly used QA datasets078

(Table 3) to train our MixQG model, includ-079

ing six MRQA 2019 Shared Task (Fisch et al.,080

2019) datasets, NarrativeQA (Kočiský et al.,081

2018), MCTest (Richardson et al., 2013), and082

BoolQ (Clark et al., 2019). These represent the ma-083

jority of large-scale publicly available QA datasets.084

We obtain in total 560,193 training examples with085

different answer types and source domains. We re-086

serve their validation set for in-domain evaluation.087

In most general sense, a QA dataset comprises088

of <C, Q, A> tuples, where C is a context docu-089

ment, Q is a human-written question, and A is its090

corresponding answer. Following a common clas-091

sification of answer types, we bucket each dataset092

into one of the below categories: 1) Extractive093

[EX]: the answer to the question is a substring of094

the context passage. 2) Abstractive [AB]: the an-095

swer to the question is written in free-form and is096

not necessarily contained within the context pas-097

sage. 3) Multiple-Choice [MC]: question comes098

with multiple answers to select from, including a099

single correct option and several distractors. 4)100

Yes-No [YN]: the answer is a boolean response.101

We also leverage a set of datasets unseen dur-102

ing training to evaluate our model’s generalization103

ability. Similar to the train datasets, these cover104

several text sources, domains, and answer types.105

Quoref (Dasigi et al., 2019) questions can have106

disjoint spans as answers and often require corefer-107

ence resolution. DROP (Dua et al., 2019) questions108

require discrete reasoning over the context para-109

graphs. QAConv (Wu et al., 2021) uses informative110

conversations such as emails, channels, and panels111

1www.anonymous.com

as a knowledge source, and it includes extractive 112

answers from multiple text spans. 113

Note that to generate fluent questions, we need 114

to place some restrictions on the training data we 115

use. For example, we disregard "fill-in-the-blank" 116

(a.k.a Cloze-style) reading comprehension datasets 117

as their questions are implicit and thus do not aid 118

the QG model. Similarly, we ensure that our train- 119

ing data does not contain unanswerable questions 120

or multiple-choice questions that are too general 121

(e.g., “which of the following is TRUE according 122

to the passage?”). 123

Type Input
EX {answer} \n {context}
AB {answer} \n {context}
MC {correct_answer} \n {context}
YN {answer} + {entities} \n {context}

Table 1: Input answer formatting.

2.2 Language Modeling 124

We rely on a text-to-text framework as a basis for 125

MixQG (Training details are in Section A). When 126

combining our training datasets, we encode all in- 127

puts and outputs into a unified plain-text format. 128

For answer-aware question generation, the input 129

is usually formatted in one of the two ways: (1) 130

prepending (-pre) the answer before the context 131

and separating it from the rest of the text by a spe- 132

cial separator token or (2) highlighting (-hl) the 133

answer span within the context with special high- 134

light tokens (Chan and Fan, 2019). To maintain 135

flexibility, we rely on prepending the answer since 136

highlighting is only applicable to the extractive an- 137

swer types. In particular, we format the inputs to 138

our model such that the answer always precedes 139

the context paragraph and use a “\n” separator in 140

between, as shown in Table 1. 141

For MC type of data, we only take the correct 142

answer and disregard the distractor options. For 143

YN data, we extract entities from the question us- 144

ing spaCy’s NER model 2 and append them to the 145

answer. The reason for adding additional entities 146

is to restrict the domain of questions, as given a 147

context paragraph, there are many boolean ques- 148

tions whose answer would be yes or no, without 149

further restriction. Note that no type-specific pre- 150

fixes are added to the input representation, and the 151

corresponding questions are used as output. 152

2https://spacy.io/api/entityrecognizer
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Dataset Model Size BLEU R1 R2 RL RLsum METEOR BERTScore

ProphetNet-pre large 22.88 51.37 29.48 47.11 47.09 41.46 0.4931
BART-hl base 21.13 51.88 29.43 48.00 48.01 40.23 0.5433
T5-hl base 23.19 53.52 31.22 49.40 49.40 42.68 0.5548

SQuAD BART-pre base 22.09 52.75 30.56 48.79 48.78 41.39 0.5486
T5-pre base 23.74 54.12 31.84 49.82 49.81 43.63 0.5568
MixQG base 23.53 54.39 32.06 50.05 50.02 43.83 0.5566
MixQGfinetuned base 23.46 54.48 32.18 50.14 50.10 44.15 0.5582
MixQG 3B 25.42 56.11 33.91 51.85 51.86 45.75 0.5789
T5-pre base 29.99 59.53 37.83 56.65 56.64 54.38 0.5202

NQ MixQG base 30.69 60.04 38.43 57.09 57.09 54.76 0.5246
MixQGfinetuned base 31.25 60.98 39.21 57.84 57.84 55.90 0.5351
MixQG 3B 33.91 63.17 41.95 60.15 60.15 58.34 0.5610
T5-pre base 21.32 45.94 27.91 42.92 42.90 38.27 0.4374

QAConv MixQG base 16.65 39.99 22.01 37.62 37.59 29.07 0.4117
MixQGfinetuned base 22.74 47.40 29.48 44.41 44.40 39.93 0.4533
T5-pre base 26.88 45.54 31.98 44.10 44.12 41.84 0.4150

Quoref MixQG base 4.28 24.89 7.97 22.27 22.30 14.13 0.2859
MixQGfinetuned base 27.36 45.91 32.41 44.42 44.42 42.06 0.4137
T5-pre base 28.46 53.48 35.49 50.97 51.00 47.50 0.5491

DROP MixQG base 7.16 30.66 12.95 28.38 28.40 23.23 0.3556
MixQGfinetuned base 28.53 53.72 35.63 51.11 51.12 47.83 0.5493

Table 2: Results on two seen datasets, SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) and NQ (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), and
three unseen datasets, QAConv (Wu et al., 2021), Quoref (Dasigi et al., 2019), and DROP (Dua et al., 2019).

3 Experimental Results153

3.1 Automatic Metrics154

We report the commonly-used metrics applied155

in the QG research: BLEU (Papineni et al.,156

2002), ROUGE (Lin, 2004), and METEOR (Baner-157

jee and Lavie, 2005) scores. We also report158

BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020), which relies on159

contextual embeddings to produce the final score.160

3.2 In-Domain Analysis161

In Table 2, we compare baselines trained solely on162

the target in-domain dataset against MixQG and163

MixQGfinetuned. MixQG indicates our model that164

is joint trained on nine QA datasets with random165

sampling, and MixQGfinetuned is the one further166

fine-tuned on the target dataset. We show results167

on two datasets: SQuAD and NQ. Since SQuAD168

is the most common benchmark for QG, we addi-169

tionally compare MixQG against existing question170

generation models such as ProphetNet (Qi et al.,171

2020) and other T5 variants. The results show that172

MixQG outperforms an equally sized model trained173

directly on the target dataset. Given that ques-174

tion styles and dataset domains may vary across175

MixQG’s seed datasets, additional fine-tuning on176

the target dataset further improves the scores. This177

shows that MixQG is a strong pretrained model178

which can be further adapted to specific use cases.179

3.3 Out-of-Domain Analysis 180

We observe that a dedicated model trained on the 181

target dataset outperforms MixQG in a zero-shot 182

setting. One potential reason is that answer and 183

question style in different QA datasets may differ 184

significantly. For example, answers are ambigu- 185

ous pronouns in the Quoref dataset, and questions 186

in DROP dataset are intentionally created for dis- 187

crete reasoning. However, MixQGfinetuned obtains 188

the best overall scores after further fine-tuning on 189

the target training set, suggesting that MixQG is a 190

strong starting point for further fine-tuning question 191

generation models. 192

3.4 Human Evaluation 193

Recent studies have shown that n-gram based met- 194

rics may not correlate well with human judgements 195

Nema and Khapra (2018). The objective of human 196

evaluation is to evaluate QG models by measur- 197

ing how useful they are as a tool to aid teachers in 198

quiz creation. We compare seven QG models and 199

collect 3,164 human-annotated samples from 10 200

recruited teachers. More details are in Section B. 201

Quiz Design Task Given an article on the quiz 202

topic selected from Wikipedia, teachers are asked 203

to specify a quiz concept (a subset of the article) 204

they want to test their students on. This is used as 205

the target answer input for QG models. Teachers 206

can then approve a generated question to be in- 207
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Bart-Large
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Figure 2: Human approval rate of seven QG models.

cluded on the quiz or reject it and provide a reason208

for rejection. The success of a QG model depends209

on its question approval rate.210

Besides MixQG, three GPT2 baselines (Radford211

et al., 2019), two BART baselines (Lewis et al.,212

2019), and ProphetNet-Large finetuned on SQuAD213

are evaluated. In Figure 2, we see that MixQG214

attains a 68.4% acceptance rate, outperforming the215

next best model by 10%. MixQG also generates216

the smallest number of disfluent and off target (an-217

swer mismatch) questions - with majority of errors218

coming from wrong context (too general or too219

specific) questions. Generating questions with the220

right level of specificity remains a challenge and is221

a promising direction for future work.222

3.5 Qualitative Analysis223

First, we compare MixQG generated questions to224

the gold questions annotated in five public QA225

datasets (Table 4). We find that the generated ques-226

tions are fluent, relevant, and reasonable to the pro-227

vided answer and context, even if they differ from228

the gold label. This further motivates the need of229

human evaluation for QG research.230

Second, we use the HuggingFace summarization231

pipeline to obtain the summary of the context, and232

we feed each sentence of the summary as the tar-233

get answer to MixQG to obtain questions. In this234

way, we can test MixQG’s generalization ability to235

abstractive answers. As shown in Figure 5, we ob-236

serve that feeding in long and abstractive answers237

can still generate fluent and reasonable questions,238

suggesting that it is possible to control the ques-239

tion’s cognitive level by its answer. We leave as240

future work further research into summary-based241

unsupervised QA-pair generation.242

Lastly, in the Quiz Design study, we find there243

are 106 cases in which the teachers only accepted244

a single candidate question into the quiz. MixQG245

produced the accepted candidate 47 times, more 246

than any of the other models. We provide three ex- 247

amples of such MixQG-only success cases as well 248

as three instances in which the MixQG’s question 249

was not accepted in Table 5. 250

4 Related Work 251

Question generation’s practical importance has lead 252

to an increasing interest in the field. The early 253

work in QG relied on linguistic templates and rules 254

to produce questions from declarative sentences 255

(Heilman and Smith, 2010; Labutov et al., 2015). 256

With the success of neural techniques in text gener- 257

ation tasks, applying neural sequence-to-sequence 258

generation models became more common (Du 259

et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018). More recent works 260

leverage pre-trained transformer based networks, 261

such as T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), BART (Lewis et al., 262

2019), PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2019) and Prophet- 263

Net (Yan et al., 2020b), for question generation 264

which have been successful in many applications 265

(Dong et al., 2019b; Lelkes et al., 2021; Rebuffel 266

et al., 2021; Pan et al., 2021). 267

However, most of the earlier work focuses on us- 268

ing a single QA dataset, such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar 269

et al., 2016). While working on generation of open- 270

ended (Cao and Wang, 2021), controllable (Cao 271

and Wang, 2021), multi-hop (Cho et al., 2021) or 272

cause-effect (Stasaski et al., 2021) questions has 273

gained attention, each direction is studied in isola- 274

tion as it usually requires a separate QA dataset. 275

Most directly related to our work is Uni- 276

fiedQA (Khashabi et al., 2020), which successfully 277

crosses format boundaries of different QA datasets 278

to train a robust QA system. It advocates for more 279

general and broader system designs not limited to 280

specific dataset formats. Similar to their approach, 281

MixQG combines multiple QA datasets and trains 282

a single QG system in a text-to-text paradigm. 283

5 Conclusion 284

In this paper, we present MixQG, a question gen- 285

eration model pre-trained on a collection of QA 286

datasets with a mix of answer types. We show 287

through experiments that the resulting model is a 288

strong starting point for further fine-tuning which 289

achieves state-of-the-art results on target datasets 290

in commonly-used similarity metrics as well as our 291

designed human evaluation. We release our code 292

and the model checkpoints to facilitate QG research 293

and downstream applications. 294
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6 Ethical Considerations295

MixQG is subject to biases found in the training296

data of both the underlying text-to-text models and297

all QA datasets that we have used for pre-training.298

We do not collect a new dataset for question gener-299

ation and instead reuse data from previously pub-300

lished works. As such we rely on the published301

works to follow the responsible data collection prac-302

tices. The model is currently English language only303

which limits its practical applications in the real304

world. We hope to make MixQG multilingual as305

more diverse QA datasets become available in the306

future. We validate the proposed model by conduct-307

ing a human evaluation. We recruited 10 teachers308

for a study that lasted a maximum of two hours and309

gifted each participant a $50 gift card.310
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A Training Details 617

Training datasets are listed in Table 3. For train- 618

ing MixQG, we use several pre-trained text-to- 619

text model checkpoints from the HuggingFace li- 620

brary (Wolf et al., 2020). We finetune them for 621

question generation using our combined dataset de- 622

scribed in Section 2.1. For most experiments done 623

in this paper, we finetune on a T5-base model (Raf- 624

fel et al., 2020). We also scale up the model and 625

report results for T5-large, T5-3B, and BART-large 626

settings (Appendix D). We train for 100,000 steps 627
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(or 22 epochs) with a learning rate of 3 × 10−5628

using the AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017)629

optimizer and a batch size of 32. All training was630

done on eight A100 NVIDIA GPUs and took ap-631

proximately 35 hours.632

B Quiz Design Task Details633

We recruit teachers or ex-teachers from an online634

group forum. In total, 20 participants filled out the635

interest form, 14 were selected, and 10 completed636

the study. The participants had been teachers for637

at least a year and 3.6 years on average, and had638

taught diverse subjects such as sciences, history,639

literature, and IT topics, at various levels from pri-640

mary school to college-level. The study was meant641

to last a maximum of two hours, and participants642

were gifted a $50 gift card upon completion.643

Participants were tasked with creating between 5-644

7 quizzes, each with a minimum of 8 concepts, and645

could pick from a set list of 7 quiz topics, which646

we pre-selected from the list of featured Wikipedia647

articles3. We purposefully selected articles within648

different domains to benchmark the QGen models649

in diverse topical settings: two in physics (Sustain-650

able Energy, Californium Atom), two in biology651

(DNA, Enzymes), two in history (Statue of Liberty,652

Palazzo Pitti), and one in geology (the K-T extinc-653

tion). Participants were given the first 500 words654

of the Wikipedia page of each topic as reading ma-655

terial to select Quiz concepts from. User interface656

is shown in Figure 4. Hierarchical categorization657

of errors for question generation is shown in Figure658

3.659

C Qualitative Study Details660

To understand MixQG’s performance beyond auto-661

mated metrics, we analyze its generated questions662

in Table 4. It shows several examples of questions663

generated by MixQG-3B on the validation sets664

of different datasates along with the ground-truth665

questions. We also generate question-answer pairs666

on Wikipedia articles using a pipeline approach as667

shown in Figure 5. First, we use a summarization668

model 4 to obtain the summary of the context. Then669

we feed each sentence of the summary as the target670

answer to MixQG and obtain the questions. We671

observe that the generated questions are grammati-672

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wikipedia:Featured_articles

4https://huggingface.co/facebook/
bart-large-cnn

Is question fluent?
No

Wrong Tense
Awkward Phrasing
Not a Question
Phrasing

Is question on target? Unanswerable
Other answer span

Yes

Is question suitable 
in context?

Too specific
Reveals answer
Inconsistent
Not specific enough

Acceptable Question

(Paragraph, Target Answer, Question)

No

No

Yes

Yes

Disfluent

Off Target

Wrong 
Context

Figure 3: Hierarchical categorization of errors for ques-
tion generation. Three error categories (Disfluent, Off
Target, Wrong Context) each with several subtypes.

cally fluent, relevant to the input, and answerable 673

by the target answer paragraph. We find that feed- 674

ing in longer answers to the model generates more 675

general, higher-level questions about the source 676

article, while short answers prompt more factoid- 677

style questions. As a result, we are able to generate 678

questions of varied cognitive levels from the same 679

source document by restricting the answer part of 680

the input. 681

D Scaling 682

Table 6 shows the performance of differently sized 683

MixQG models on SQuAD dataset. We addition- 684

ally train MixQG model based on BART-large 685

checkpoint, referred to as MixQGBART
large . As ex- 686

pected, the largest MixQG model (3 billion param- 687

eters) performs best among the different model size 688

variants. 689
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Dataset Type Source Train examples Dev. examples

SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) Extractive Wikipedia 86,588 10,507
NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2017) Extractive News 74,160 4,212
TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) Extractive Web 61,688 7,785
SearchQA (Dunn et al., 2017) Extractive Web 117,384 16,980
HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) Extractive Wikipedia 72,928 5,904
NQ (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) Extractive Wikipedia 104,071 12,836
NarQA (Kočiský et al., 2018) Abstractive Wikipedia, Project Gutenberg 32,747 3,461
MCTest (Richardson et al., 2013) Multiple-Choice Stories 1,200 600
BoolQ (Clark et al., 2019) Yes-No Wikipedia 9,427 3,270
Quoref* (Dasigi et al., 2019) Extractive Wikipedia 19,399 2,418
DROP* (Dua et al., 2019) Abstractive Wikipedia 77,400 9,535
QAConv* (Wu et al., 2021) Extractive Email, Panel, Channel 25,988 3,251

Table 3: Dataset Statistics of various QA corpora. * indicates unseen corpus during training.

Dataset Source Questions
SQuAD Gold What happened to NASA’s yearly budget after the first landing?

MixQG What happened to NASA’s budget after the first successful moon landing?
Gold How many of Warsaw’s inhabitants spoke Polish in 1933?
MixQG In 1933, how many of Warsaw’s inhabitants were of Polish mother tongue?
Gold How long does it take for new areas to have significant oil production?
MixQG How long did it take to develop new oil fields?

NarQA Gold What are Mulder and Scully doing at the beginning of the story?
MixQG What are Mulder and Scully doing in Dallas?
Gold How does Chris make extra money?
MixQG What does Chris Hughes do for a living?
Gold Who died in this story?
MixQG What is the name of Mortimer Tregennis’s sister?

MCTest Gold How many of Mikes friends came to the party
MixQG How many of Mike’s friends came to the party?
Gold Where did Jenny want to go on a trip to?
MixQG Where did Jenny want to go on a trip?
Gold What was Stewart doing at the beach?
MixQG What was Stewart doing when he saw the bug?

BoolQ Gold is there an amtrak station in pensacola florida
MixQG is there an amtrak station in pensacola florida
Gold can a minor sit at a bar in nj
MixQG can a minor drink at a bar in new jersey
Gold can a polar bear and a grizzly mate
MixQG is there such a thing as a grizzly polar bear

QAConv Gold What Xbox 360 game is the best dance game for a wife on the Wii?
MixQG What is a good dance game for the Wii?
Gold Which state is taking its proper place and represents the country’s diversity much better?
MixQG What state is taking its proper place as early in the primary?
Gold In what month will the BLM say go ahead and start the stimulation experiment ?
MixQG When will the experiment start?

Table 4: Example of MixQG-3B generated questions and their corresponding ground-truth labels.
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Context Model Question Annotation

For example, californium can be
used [...] when studying
materials using neutron
diffraction and neutron
spectroscopy.

MixQG-L What methods are used to study ma-
terials using californium as a source
of neutrons?

No Error

BART-L What is Californium used to study
materials?

Disfluent

With the exception of some
ectothermic species [...] no
tetrapods weighing more than
25 kilograms (55 pounds)
survived.

MixQG-L What size tetrapods did not survive
the extinction?

No Error

ProphetNet How much did tetrapods weigh
at the time of the Cretaceous-
Paleogene extinction?

Off Tgt.

The two DNA strands are known
as polynucleotides as they are
composed of simpler
monomeric units called
nucleotides.

MixQG-L What are polynucleotides composed
of?

No Error

BART-L What are polynucleotides? Off Tgt.

The Statue of Liberty (Liberty
Enlightening the World) is a
colossal neoclassical sculpture
on [...]

ProphetNet What is another name for the Statue
of Liberty?

No Error

MixQG-L What is the English translation of the
Statue of Liberty?

Off Tgt.

Californium. The element was
named after the university and
the U.S. state of California.

ProphetNet What is Californium named after? No Error
MixQG-L Where did Californium get its name? Wrong

Ctxt

Fossil fuels provide 85% of the
world’s energy consumption
and the energy system [...]

BART-L How much of the world’s energy
consumption does fossil fuels pro-
vide?

No Error

MixQG-L What percentage of the world’s en-
ergy consumption is fossil fuels?

Disfluent

Table 5: Success and failure cases of the MixQG model from the Quiz Design evaluation. Comparisons to the
ProphetNet and BART-Large models are included, with each model receiving the context with a target answer (in
bold), and being annotated with an error label by a teacher.

Model BLEU R1 R2 RL RLsum METEOR BERTScore

ProphetNetlarge 22.88 51.37 29.48 47.11 47.09 41.46 0.4931
MixQGBART

large 23.30 54.44 31.92 50.18 50.18 43.47 0.5622
MixQGbase 23.53 54.39 32.06 50.05 50.02 43.83 0.5566
MixQGlarge 24.42 55.52 33.13 50.99 50.97 45.07 0.5699
MixQG3b 25.42 56.11 33.91 51.85 51.86 45.75 0.5789

Table 6: Evaluation of differently-sized MixQG models on SQuAD. Base, Large and 3B refer to model configura-
tions with 220 million, 770 million and 3 billion parameters, respectively.
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Californium
Californium is a radioactive chemical element with the symbol Cf and

atomic number 98. The element was �rst synthesized in 1950 at the

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (then the University of

California Radiation Laboratory), ✖  by bombarding curium with

alpha particles (helium-4 ions) . It is an actinide element, the sixth

transuranium element to be synthesized, and has the second-highest

atomic mass of all the elements that have been produced in amounts

large enough to see with the unaided eye (after einsteinium). The

element was named after the university and the U.S. state of

California.
 

Two crystalline forms exist for californium under normal pressure: one

above and one below 900 °C (1,650 °F). A third form exists at high

Quiz Design
Californium          Re-Open Tutorial

Quiz Questions
How was californium �rst
synthesized?✖

How was the element �rst
synthesized?✖

How was Californium �rst
synthesized?✖

Off Target Wrong Context

Dis�uent

What was the �rst atomic
number?

✖

Figure 4: Screenshot of annotation interface used for the Quiz Design Task. The teacher has selected the
concept highlighted in blue in the reading material in the left column. In the right column, the system gives
proposes candidate questions, which can be added to the quiz, or refused with a reason.

Figure 5: Example of generating QA pairs using summarization and MixQG.
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